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Abstract 
960 Mc/s observations of thirteen galactic sources generally 
assumed to be supernova remnants, are coupled vith previous ob-
servations at other frequencies to derive spectral indices. Al-
though several values of spectral index are found in the neighbor-
hood of zero, arguments are presented that free-free transitions 
are not the primary cause of the radio emission. 
An interpretation of the relatively large range of spectral 
indices is suggested on the basis of an evolutionary sequence in 
vhich young, bright objects vith relatively steep spectra gradually 
evolve into old, faint objects vith flat or inverted spectra. 
I. Introduction 
The radio investigation of supernova remnants vas initiated in 
1949 vhen Bolton and Stanley (1949) identified Taurus A vith the 
remains of the galactic supernova of 1054. Further radio vork on 
supernovae has been hampered by the inability of radio techniques 
to resolve individual features of the distant galaxies vhere most 
knovn supernovae have occurred. Therefore, radio observations have 
concentrated on the three knovn galactic supernovae, together vith 
an ever increasing number of extended galactic sources. The latter 
sources are non-thermal radio emitters vith optical features vhich 
often display a general expansion. Table 1 lists all such objects 
vith vhich ve are familiar. 
The present paper is based on part of the author's thesis and 
is a study of the first thirteen sources listed in Table 1. These 
thirteen sources, he~eafter assumed to be supernova remnants, vere 
observed at 960 Mc/s vith a 90' parabolic antenna at the Ovens 
Valley Radio Observatory. The receiver and the observing procedures 
have been described elsewhere (Harris and Roberts 1960; hereafter 
referred to as "CTA"). 
Object 
Caa A 
Kepler'• SR 
Tycho '• SR 
Puppia A 
II 1,4 
IC443 
Crab Rebula 
11»21 
Cygnua Loop 
Vela X,Y,Z 
11»9 
Sll,7 
CTAl 
RGC6888 
CTBl 
Ci'Bl3 
1128 
Galactic Spur 
1m3 
BB7 
Jm8 
Centaurua II 
522 
lro. 2 
Ro. 6 
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Table 1 - Poaaible Supernova Reananta 
a 
(1950) 
5 
(1950) 
J_II 
A) ObJect& atudied in the preaent paper. 
3120±.150 
22± 3 
57± 3 
l3U 12 
211± 9 
195± 2lo 
1030± 45 
180± 60 
265± 50 
1560 .. 
l60:t. 30 
120± 60 
75± 18 
23h21•11• 
17 27 40 
00 22 46 
08 21 20 
18 53 35 
o6 14 16 
05 31 30 
20 .... 42 
20 50 
08 32 48 
olo 57 30 
05 36 
00 02 35 
+58°32' 
-21 25 
+63 51 
-42 52 
+01 15 
+22 36 
+21 59 
+50 32 
+30 30 
-IJ5 37 
+46 25 
+28 
+72 04 
111~7 
4.5 
120.1 
260.4 
34.6 
189.1 
184.3 
89.0 
74.1 
263·9 
160.6 
180.0 
119.lo 
B) Other radio aourcea ot aiailar type. 
56 .. 
225 .. 
240 .. 
20 10 55 
00 00 18 
04 21J 
17 58 12 
15 
+38 15 
+62 11 
+47 00 
-23 22 
-20 
75.6 
117.3 
156.1, 
6.6 
3loO 
-2':'1 
+6 . 9 
+l.IJ 
-3.3 
-0.4 
+3.1 
-6.2 
+4.7 
-8.7 
-3 .2 
+2.8 
-1.7 
+9.8 
+2.3 
+0.1 
-1.2 
-0.1 
33 
Reterencea 
Minkovaki (1959) 
Supernova obaerved 
Supernova obaerved 
Baade and Minkovaki (1954) 
Lealie (1960) 
Minkovaki (1959) 
Supernova obaerved 
Minkovaki (1958) 
Minkoveki (1958) 
Bolton (1960) 
Mintovati (1958) 
Minkovaki (1958) 
Faint optical eaiaaion area 
Mintovati (1958) 
Vaa den Bergh (1960) 
Wilaon and Bolton (1960) 
lleaterhout (1958) 
Brown, Davie&, and Bazard (1960) 
Shtlovaky'e &election ot extended galactic object& (l960b) 
02 16 +62 30 132.8 +1.6 
03 23 30 +55 06 llo3 . 9 -1.1 
04 02 +IJ7 30 153.3 -3.1J 
13 22 48 
-59 2lo 307.3 +2.9 
c) Optical object&. 
Mintovati'• aaall object&. (1958) 
107 12 ,-13 I 227.2 -1.0 Pe culiar double ring 01 27 28 +58 06 128.1 -4.1 
07 26 15 +13 21 
Van den Bergh'• tila111enta (1960) 
105 24 J +42 56 1166.2 +4.4 Lev denaity ring 18 02 
-23 40 6 . 7 -1.1 
S960 ia the flux denaity at 960 Me / a aeaaured in unit s ot lo-26 wa-2(c/•)-l. 
• CTB tlux denaity uaed (Wilaon and Bolton 1960) . 
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The smaller supernova remnants have been studied previously by 
many workers and do not lend thems~lves to extensive investigation 
with the present equipment. Therefore, most of the observational 
effort has been spent on the larger objects. 
The Cygnus Loop is one of the strongest sources of this type at 
960 Mc/ s and has been examined previously in more detail than most 
other similar remnants. Furthermore, it is significantly resolved 
with beamwidths such as ours (098). For these reasons, the Cygnus 
Loop is presented in this paper as a prototype of the larger super-
nova remnants. 
In Section II, 960 Mc/s flux densities are used in conjunction 
with measurements of various observers at other frequencies to de-
termine spectra relative to the standard source, M87. Since the de-
rived spectra of many large supernova remnants are characteristic of 
HII regions, calculation~ based on optical observations are made to 
determine the extent of radio emission from free-free transitions. 
These calculations, given in Section III, indicate that most of the 
radio emission must be non-thermal. 
Section IV presents evidence which suggests that the spectral 
index of any remnant varies with time. This hypothesis is based on 
empirical correlations found for the 13 objects studied in this paper. 
When the spectral indices of the various remnants are plotted against 
the appropriate value of linear diameter or radio surface brightness, 
it appears that an initially steep spectrum may flatten with age. 
II. Observations and Spectra 
a) Intensity Measurements of the Cygnus Loop 
The present observations of the Cygnus Loop consist of about 30 
drift curves of 40 minutes each taken at one-half degree intervals 
between +27°30' and +33030'. These intensity records, obtained be-
tween April and November 1959, were normalized by a drift curve taken 
each night at 5 = +30000' . Figure 6 (Appendix III) shows the resul-
ting Cygnus Loop contours of antenna temperature where a linear sub-
traction for the galactic background has been made. The galactic 
correction was performed on the average drift curves by noting the 
slope of the record of antenna temperature as the galaxy left the 
antenna beam before the source was encountered. 
Following Mathewson, Large and Haslam (1961), hereafter referred 
to as "MLH'', the Loop was divided into three parts: A, B, and c. 
(The boundaries are indicated by the dotted lines in Figure 6.) Each 
part was integrated with a planimeter, in order to derive a value of 
intensity for the individual sections as well as for the complete 
source. The intensity published earlier (CTA) was based on a prelimi-
nary contour diagram and the value given here supercedes that. 
The maximum intensity occurred on the 5 = +30°00' records (Source 
A) and the average of 7 observations gives a value of 0 .104 ± 0.008 
(p.e.) for the peak intensity relative to M87. The flux density from 
the entire source is then found to be 0.88 ± 0.17 times that of M87 
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[{265 ±50) lo-26wm-2(c/s)-l if SM87 = 300·lo-26wm-2(c/s)-~. 
error of ± 20~ consists of 12~ from the integration process and 
~rom the scatter in the observed peak intensity. 
b) Spectrum of the Cygnus Loop 
The 
8~ 
Observations made at other frequencies are presented in Table 2. 
For the purpose of deriving a spectral index, published flux densities 
have been normalized to the standard source (M87) whenever possible. 
The secondary calibrators Cas A and 3C 295 were used to relate 
Westerhout's 400 Mc / s measurement and the MLH values, respectively, 
to M87. The adopted spectra are 
SM87 = 42,ooo f-0.72 CTA 
Seas A = 757,000 f-0.8 Whitfield, 1957 
8 295 = 948 f-0.5 CTA 
where S is i n 1o-26w m-2(c/s)-l and f is in Mc/ s. This normalizing 
procedure should not be viewed as a correction of published flux den-
sities; rather it is a method of deriving the spectrum of the Cygnus 
Loop relative to that chosen for M87 . 
The adopted flux densities are plotted in Figure 1 . The inter-
pretation in terms of spectral index must rest on a subjective choice 
o~ which data to weight most heavily. MLH have suggested that 
Westerhout's flux density of the Cygnus Loop at 1390 Mc/s may be low 
if the weaker sections of the source were not seen. The same comment 
may be made of the 915 Mc/ s value of Eaton and Kraus. Costain's 
measurement at 38 Mc / s employed a corner reflector with a 4oo beam to 
half power po i nts in decl i nation. As HB21 is only 20° away, and the 
galaxy is even closer, his intensity measurement may suffer from con-
fusion. 
If the spectrum follows a simple power law as assumed in Figure 1, 
the spectral index is XCL = -0.10 ± 0 . 15. The error quoted for this 
value vas estimated by fitting lines of various slopes to the data of 
Figure 1, and is a probabl e error . 
The relative spectral i ndex of each part of the Cygnus Loop may 
be obtained b y comparing the contour diagrams at 408 and 960 Mc/s. 
Fortuitously, our 960 Mc / s beamvidth i s almost identical to that of 
the 250' telescope at 408 Mc/ s. Therefore, the MLH contour map vas 
divided by the same boundaries as the 960 Mc / s map and the same inte-
gration procedure was used to evaluate each source. It vas found that 
each of the three parts contribute essentially the same percentage to 
the total emission as it d i d at 960 Mc/ s . This conclusion is confirme~ 
for Source C by the est imate of Baldwin and Leslie (1960) that 40 of 
the total 430·(lo-26 wm-2(c/s)-l) at 178 Mc / s could be attributed to 
the eastern hump in the i r contours; i.e . Source C. 
Tab le 3 lists t he pert i nent data . First i t compares the 960 Mc/ s 
positions with the 408 Mc/ s pos i t i ons . The n the results of the inte -
grations are g ive n a nd s pe ctral indi ces of A, B , and C are comput e d 
rel ati ve to t h e spect ral index of the entire Loop. 
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Table 2 - Flux Densitieo o! Supernova Reanants 
Souret! Kepler's Puppil IC443 HB21 Cygnuo Vela HB9 Sl47 CTAl 
If ova A Loop X,Y,Z 
Spectral 
-0-54± -0.50± -0 . 37±. -0.17±. -0.10± 0.00± +0.20± +0. 45± +0. 56± 
Index 0.10 0.20 0.10 0.20 0.15 0 . 15 0.20 o.B 0.6 
Frequency 
Me / a Jl'lux Densities in unito ot lo-26 w.-2(c / o)-l 
1420 120 HM.B 
(160)-
1390 194±.6 B2:t20 
(215) Wa (90) Wa 
960 22±.2 • 132±.12 195±.25 180±.60 265±.50 1560 CTB 160±.30 120±.60 75±.20 
915 100±.25 EK 
6oo 256 PT 
408 260±.50 
I MLH 
400 I 305 SWH 190±.60? 286±.50? 145±.25? 89 .. 40? ! 250)- (158) Wb (236) Wb 120) ~ (74) Wb ! 
178 I (430±.80) 
BL 
159 58±.12 270±.40 280±.70 350±.70 112±.28 
3C 3C (200) BH MLH (80) BB 
92-5 220±.100 
VB 
86 77 MSB il-83±70 )~ 485 Rat 2200 Rb :f: (110)- ( 690±.100 (660)- 3200)-
81.5 . (1<70±.150) 
! 
38 (750±.200) 
£ 
19 (Boo) Rb (960) Rb 
Parentheses indicate published !lux densities which have not been noraali:ed to the standard 
spectrum o! M87. 
? indicates the error is the present author'• estimate. 
* CTA value .corrected !or pointing error. 
45±.20? 
37) Wb 
t lforaali:ed to M87 by uae or MS value or M87 and the Crab lfebula. 
i Riahbeth givea an integrated-rlux density !or Vela X, but only peak antenna teaperature !or 
Vela Y and Z. The value o! 3200 is the preaent author's eatiaate or the total flux 
density, which becoaes 2200 after noraali:ation (described in the text). The lover 
point ohovn on Figure 2 ia the normalized intensity vhen only the peak valuea o! 
Vela Y and Z are added to the integrated intenaity o! Vela X. 
B - Baldvin (1955) 
BH - Brovn and Hazard (1953) 
BL - Baldwin and Lealie (1960) 
C - Costain (reported by BL) 
CTB - Wilson and Bolton (1960) 
EK - Eaton and Kraus (1959) 
HMH - Hagen, McClain, and Hepburn (19 54) 
MLH - Mathewson , Large, and Haslam (196 1) 
MS - Mills and Slee (1957) 
MSH - Millo, Slee, and Hill (1960) 
PT - Piddington and Trent (1956) 
Ra - Rishbeth (1956 ) 
Rb - Riahbeth (1958) 
SWH - Seeger, Westerhout, and van de Bulat (1956) 
S - Sheridan (1958) 
Wa - Weaterhout (1958) 
Wb - Weaterhout (1960) 
WB - Walsh and Brovn (1955) 
3C - Edge, et al (1959) 
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Table 3 
Spectral Index o~ the 3 Parts o~ the Cygnus Loop 
Item Frequency Source Source Source (Mc/s) A B c 
a (1950) 960 20h48l!l4:t:.0.3 2oh461!16 20h531!13 
408 20 48 . 3±.0.3 I 20 46.7 20 53·3 
B (1950) 960 +29°52'±. 5 I +31°27' +31°37' 
408 +29 40 ±. 5 +31 28 +31 28 
Integrated 960 64~ 25.8~ 10.2~ 
Intensity 
408 62~ 28~ 9·7~ (percent o~ 
total) 178 9·3~ 
Spectral 960-408 +0.03 -0.09 +0.06 
Index, rela-
960-178 tive to that +0.05 
for entire 
Loop 
c) Spectral Indices o~ Other Remnants 
The spectral indices listed in Table 5 (Appendix II) are based on 
the values of the CTA list unless supplementary information would 
change the spectral index significantly. For the Crab Nebula, a value 
of -0.25 is adopted. This is an average between the CTA value o~ -0.21 
and the Dutch value (Woltjer 1958) of about -0.3. Flux densities for 
sources examined in more detail are ~sted in Table 2 and plotted in 
Figure 2. The 960 Mc/ s values listed for HB9, HB21, and CTAl are de-
rived ~rom the contour diagrams given in Appendix III. (The quoted 
flux density for HB21 has had the galactic background subtracted.) 
The spectra of Sl47 and CTAl are not well determined since they 
depend on only two points of low accuracy (960 and 400 Mc/s). As in 
the case of the Cygnus Loop, the 400 Mc/s intensities of Westerhout 
were changed slightly in order to achieve a spectrum relative to that 
of M87. For HB9 and HB21, flux densities are also available at 159 Mc/s 
(Hanbury Brown and Hazard 1953). An attempt to normalize the Brown 
and Hazard values to the 3C intensity scale was made by adopting a 
multiplying ~actor of 1.4. This figure is the ratio S3c/SB&H for Cas A. 
Finally, the 85 Mc/s flux densities taken with the Mills cross have 
been multiplied by 0.7. This reduces the value o~ M87 published by 
Mills and Slee (1957) to that derived from our adopted spectrum of M87. 
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The slopes of the straight lines of Figure 2 are listed in 
Table 2 as well as in Table 5 {Appendix II). The quoted errors were 
estimated by fitting lines of different slopes to the plotted flux 
densities. 
III. Free-Free Emission 
In Harris and Roberts {1960), it was shown that most radio sources 
have spectral indices of -0.62 ± 0.25. The notable exceptions to this 
rule are the galactic sources which may have flatter spectra with in-
dices in the neighborhood of zero. Since this is the value of spectral 
index expected for optically thin HII regions, the occurrence of a 
nearly flat spectrum is often classified "thermal" with the implication 
that free-free transitions in ionized hydrogen are the source of the 
radiation {e.g. Wilson and Bolton 1960). 
This line of reasoning has been extended to the Cygnus Loop by 
Mathewson, Large and Haslam (1961), who treat the spectrum of Source C 
as the combination of a "thermal" component with x = 0 and a "non-
thermal" component with x = -0.5. This interpretation was encouraged 
by the observation of MLH that the spectrum of the prominent optical 
region (Source C) was flatter than that of the prominent radio region 
(Source A). However, the comparison of the 960 and 408 Mc/s results 
(Figure 1 and Table 3) suggests that the spectrum of each part of the 
Loop is flatter than that found by MLH in the 159-408 Me/a range. 
Therefore, it seems advisable to reconsider the importance of free-
free emission in the various parts of the radio source. 
From an order of magnitude count of filaments throughout the Cyg-
nus Loop, it appears that Source A should have about one-half as much 
thermal emission as Source C. However, the integrations of Table 3 
show that A contributes over six times more radio em i ssion than does C. 
Thus, even-if Source C were entirely thermal, Source A should be 9o% 
non-thermal. Furthermore, Figure 3 shows that the radio emission of 
Source A is centered well away from the main group of filaments. These 
considerations indicate that the nearly flat spectrum of the Cygnus 
Loop does not necessarily imply the existence of free-free emission. 
The emission from Source C, however, is generally considered to 
be a combination of thermal and non-thermal radiation (Baldwin and 
Leslie 1960; MLH 1961). To derive an independent estimate of the im-
portance of the free-free process in Source c, we have used optical 
measurements to calculate the expected radio emission (Appendix I). 
These calculations are based on Chamberlain's observations (1953b) of 
the surface brightness in Ha of several filaments in the Cygnus Loop. 
It has been assumed that absorption of the Ha emission by interstellar 
dust is negligible. Star counts made in selected regions extending 
from the Loop toward the galactic plane by Bok and Warwick (1957) seem 
to justify this assumption. Although their blue plates revealed 1 to 4 
magnitudes of absorption at 500 or 1000 pc, the red (~6 300) absorption 
was generally small, and in the immediate vicinity of the Loop, it was 
l ess than one-half magnitude. 
The chief source of error in the calculation of expected radio 
emission is due to the uncertainty of the estimated area which is ap-
- 10 -
Figure 3. Comparison of the Radio and Optical Emission from the 
Cygnus Loop. Contours of antenna temperature (arbitrary 
scale) are the same as in Figure 6 . 
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propriate for the surface intensity measurements of Chamberlain. We 
have taken the area as 250 filaments of size quoted by Osterbrock 
(1958): 1~8 x 4!5. This figure may contain an error of a factor of 
tvo. The calculations predict that 4~ of the total radio emission 
from Source C is contributed by free-free transitions in the filaments. 
An additional 2~ may come from a hypothetical sheet of ionized hydrogen 
vhich is undetected by even the deep red plates of the 48" Schmidt. 
Appendix I also contains estimates of the free-free emission from 
HB9, vhere it has been assumed that the optical source is due to Ha 
emission. We have used the "plate limit" calculation of Appendix I, 
as HB9 is barely visible on the E plate of the survey, but is quite 
evident on Minkovski's deep red plates (Figure 10). The calculations 
give an expected free-free emission equal to 2 . 5~ of the total radio 
emission from HB9 . Although there are tvo galaxies visible at the 
south vest edge of the source, the most uncertain quantity in this 
calculation is the interstellar absorption . If tvo magnitudes of 
absorption vere present, it vould raise the computed 2.5~ to 16~. 
A similar figure holds for HB21, which is even fainter optically 
and slightly brighter at 960 Mc/s than HB9. Furthermore, comparatively 
strong optical emission (presumably Ha) to the southwest of HB21 pro-
duces a barely detectable radio flux (compare Figures 8 and 11). 
Assuming that the radiation from these objects is primarily non-
thermal, a search for linear polarization vould be pertinent. Such an 
attempt vas made for the Cygnus Loop during November 1959. Unfortu-
nately, the techniques used were not accurate enough to provide a posi-
tive detection of any polarized component less than 30~ of the total 
radio emission. 
IV. Empirical Spectral Index Variation 
In this section we propose the hypothesis that the spectra of 
supernova remnants flatten with age. This idea was suggested by 
the loose correlation of flatter-type spectra with increasing angular 
size which is apparent in Table 5 (Appendix II). Unfortunately, relia-
ble age estimates are available for only a fev objects. Therefore, ve 
have chosen two physical parameters vhich assume the role of age indi-
cators: the linear diameter and the radio surface brightness. Although 
neither of these variables can be expected to maintain a strict one-to-
one correspondence with age, the correlation should be satisfactory if 
each type of supernova forms a homogeneous group. 
a) The Linear Diameter as a Time Parameter 
The large uncertainties in our knowledge of diameters follows 
directly from inadequate values of the distance to the remnants. Re-
liable distances are available for only Cas A, the Cygnus Loop, and the 
Crab Nebula. An order of magnitude estimate of other distances may be 
obtained from both optical and radio observations. 
(i) Optical Methods of Distance Determination. We introduce the assump-
tion that the physical diameter of structural details does not vary 
greatly from remnant to remnant. This assumption appears satisfactory 
for the three sources of known distance. We differentiate between the 
-12-
long thin filaments prominent in the Cygnus Loop and the thicker 
knots of Cas A. Knots also occur in HB21, in Pup A, and in the 
south-vest section (Source A) of the Cygnus Loop. The knots of 
Source A are about 3 times thicker than filaments, but are about the 
same size as the knots in Cas A. 
The measurements which determine the filament sizes are given in 
Table 4. Unfortunately, high resolution plates were not available for 
all the sources and angular diameter measurements were often made from 
the 48-inch Schmidt plates. This method suffers from the lack of re-
solving power inherent in the small scale of the Schmidt telescope and 
the use of Schmidt plates is therefore limited to objects closer than 
2 kpc. Distances computed from filament sizes are listed in Table 5 
(Appendix II). 
Table 4 
Filament Diameters 
Diameter Distance Diameter Source (sec.of arc) (pc} (pc} 
Cas A 
Knots 1 to 2 3400 0.016 to 0.033* 
Crab Nebula Filaments 
Faint, thin 1.6 ±. 0.6 t 1100 0.0085 ±. 0.003 Bright, thick 4.6 ±. 0.6 0.024 ±. 0.003 
Cygnus Loop 
1.8* Filaments i 770 0.0067 Knots 5.0 ±. 1.8 0.018 ±. 0.006 
Adopted Size 
Filaments 0.007 
Knots 0.02 
---
The ±. values are an indication of the range of measurements for dif-
ferent filaments. 
*Minkovski (1959). 
tMeasured from reproduction of Baade's 200" plate (1956). 
*osterbrock's measurement of 100" plate (1958). 
§48" Schmidt print. 
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On the basis of this estimate of distance, the diameter of each 
remnant has been computed and plotted against the spectral index 
(Figure 4). The open circles represent objects for which distances 
were derived from optical measurements. The constant filament size 
hypothesis vas used for all objects except Cas A, the Crab Nebula, 
Kepler's and Tycho's supernovae, and the Cygnus Loop. Distances of 
these sources were inferred from radial velocity and proper motion 
observations (Minkovski 1958, 1959). 
Most of the plotted points lie in the neighborhood of a line con-
structed through Cas A and the Cygnus Loop. This line is tentatively 
identified as the path taken by evolving type II remnants. Type I 
remnants such as the Crab Nebula, and possibly Tycho's Nova, Kepler's 
Nova, and CTAl, might follow a similar path characterized by much 
smaller diameters. This interpretation of Figure 4 would suggest that 
a supernova remnant forms with a steep spectrum and small diameter. 
As it evolves, its path would stay close to the line drawn: the 
spectral index becoming less negative as the remnant expands. 
Since the spectral index would not be expected to change without 
limit, an exponential curve has been fitted to Cas A and the Cygnus 
Loop. As r approaches infinity, ve have let the spectral index ap-
proach +0.5. The asymptotic behavior for r close to zero has not been 
fixed, as ve have no knowledge of the spectral index for very young 
remnants. The equations associated with type II supernova are then 
found to be: 
where 
x = 0.765(log d)-1.26 
X = -2.11 d-0 . 36 + 0.5 
straight line fit (1) 
exponential fitted to the form: ( 2 ) 
x = a·exp(-b·log d)+ 0.5 . 
For future reference, equation (2) may be expressed as: 
r (parsecs ) = 172 ~-2.74 
d = diameter ( parsecs) 
r = radius (parsecs) 
x spectral index 
~ = 2 Y = 2 ( 1-2x) 
(2a) 
(ii) Radio Method of Distance Determination. Shklovsky has recently 
published two papers on supernova remnants (1960a, 1960b). In the 
first paper, he has formulated an expression for the radio emission 
of a remnant as a function of size, and in the second he applies this 
principle to obtain the distance of particular remnants. The basic 
assumptions of Shklovsky's approach are : 
(a) 
(b) 
Synchrotron radiation is respons i ble for the observed radio 
emission. 
Initial conditions do not vary significantly from remnant to 
remnant. For this reason, the discussion is restricted to 
type II remnants. 
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(c) The magnetic field strength is given by H = H0 (r0 /r)2. (d) The energy of the relativistic electrons is degraded chiefly 
by the expansion of the remnant: dE/dt = -(V/r)E. From this, 
Shklovsky derives K = K0 (r0 /r)Y-l (r 0 /r)3. 
K is t~e amplitude of the electron energy distribution: 
dN(E) = KE- dE. 
r 0 is the radius at some initial time. 
K0 and H0 are K and H evaluated at that time. 
V is the velocity of expansion of the remnant. 
E is the energy of an electron. 
The power emitted by a remnant due to the synchrotron mechanism is 
given to sufficient accuracy (Shklovsky 1960a) by: 
. Y-1 Y+1 1-Y 
FvfC(2.8·lo8f2"" r3 K H:-r v"'"2"""" (3) 
When K and H are replaced by the expressions given above, the surface 
intensity (rather than the emission of the whole nebula) becomes: 
or 
Sv = flux density arriving at the earth. 
~ =angular radius of the remnant. 
R = distance to the remnant. 
Shklovsky then substitutes r = R¢ to calculate the distance from 
the observed surface intensity and angular size. Unfortunately, in-
dividual values of spectral index vere not available to Shklovsky and 
he assumed that all the older remnants had a spectral index of -0.5. 
Thus he vas able to lump the constants Av and BJ3 together and use 
only the Cygnus Loop as the normalizing condition. With the present 
values of spectral index, equation (4) bas been used to recalculate 
distances where the Cygnus Loop and Cas A serve as the conditions 
necessary to determine Av and Bv· On the basis of these revised dis-
tances, diameters have been computed and these values are shown as 
filled circles in Figure 4. 
The question arises as to hov sensitive the calculated distances 
are to assumptions (c) and (d). To answer this question in part, dis-
tances vere computed vhen either (c) vas replaced by H = H0 (r0 /r) or (d) vas replaced by dE/ dt = -const (the approximate case for ionization 
losses ) . These changes varied the calculated distances for the type II 
remnants by 4~ or less, and therefore the only values of diameter 
given are those based on the original assumptions. 
(4) 
-16-
b) The Radio Surface Brightness as a Time Parameter 
Another approach to the proposed time variation of spectral index 
is possible if the surface brightness is assumed to decrease with age. 
Figure 5 is a plot of a source's surface intensity at 960 Mc/s against 
its spectral index. The surface intensity errors shown were derived 
from flux density errors and estimated errors of the radio diameter. 
The line drawn in Figure 5 demonstrates the behavior which might be 
expected of a remnant from considerations of the previous section. 
This line is a plot of equation (4) where r has been replaced by the 
use of equation (2a): 
[ 
172 J = log Av + ~log Bv - (~+2)log ~2 • 74 ( 5) 
As noted previously, even though the exact form of equation {4) depends 
on the assumptions (c) and (d), the general behavior of the surface 
intensity will be approximated by equation (5). 
Although the plotted points of Figure 5 do not lie exactly along 
the line, they are consistent with the expectation of low surface in-
tensity occurring with flat spectra. This correlation, which does not 
rely on a knowledge of the remnant's distance, tends to support the 
inference of Figure 4. 
An interesting feature of Figure 5 is the apparent similarity of 
the surface intensity of Kepler's and Tycho's supernova remnants to 
that of the type II remnants rather than to that of the Crab Nebula 
(see also Biraud, Lequeux and LeRoux 1960). Moreover, if the distances 
to these remnants are computed by the "revised Shklovsky method'', 
which is calibrated by Cas A and the Cygnus Loop, the resulting diame-
ters satisfy equation (2) for type II remnants (the two unlabelled 
points near Pup A on Figure 4). The distances required for this inter-
pretation are listed in parentheses in Table 5 but seem unreasonably 
large when a moderate amount of optical absorption is assumed. In any 
event, the seeming discrepancy between the radio and optical observa-
tions may be resolved vhen the differences, if any, between the radio 
surface brightnesses of type I and type II remnants is more fully 
understood. 
c) Remarks 
The physical explanation of the proposed spectral index variation 
poses a difficult problem. The well-known relation between the spectral 
index of the radiation, x, and the exponent of the electron energy dis-
tribution, Y , is given by Y = (l-2x). Thus, when a power lav of the 
form N = const E-Y is assumed for the number of electrons with energy, 
E, the spectral index of the radio emission uniquely determines Y. 
If the radio spectrum does flatten with age, the energy distribution of 
the electrons responsible for this radiation must alter in the sense of 
an ever decreasing relative number of low energy electrons. Although 
we have no completely satisfactory explanation for this behavior, two 
alternatives have been considered: a selection effect which would 
separate particles of different energies; and a temporal effect which 
would modify the energy spectrum by a change of the energy loss 
mechanism for the relativistic electrons. 
- 17-
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Figure 5. Relation Between Spectral Index and Surface Brightness 
of Supe~nova Remnants. The unit of surface brightness 
is 10-26 Wm-2(c/ s)-l / o'· Type I remnants are encircled 
by dotted lines. 
T - Tycho's Supernova 
K - Kepler's Supernova 
P - Puppis A 
I - IC 443 
W - Westerhout 44 
V - Vela X,Y,Z 
S - Shajn 147 
Cr - Crab Nebula 
Ca - Cassiopeia A 
CL - Cygnus Loop 
21 - HB21 
9 - HB9 
1 - CTA 1 
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The latter of these two possibilities seems to be the most 
feasible. Although a quantitative treatment has not been successful, 
a qualitative description of how the physical parameters might allow 
a suitable change in energy loss mechanism is outlined in the author's 
thesis (Harris 1961). 
v. Discussion 
a) Association of Supernova with Early-Type Stars 
The possible confusion between HII regions and supernova remnants 
will become especially interesting if hybrid objects exist. Opik (1953) 
and,more recently, Shklovsky {1960b) have discussed the probability that 
some supernova remnants should occur in OB associations since the most 
massive {and hence most rapidly evolving) stars are often found there. 
Shklovsky has suggested ~hat the Vela X complex may be an example of 
this, and also that the non-thermal emission from the Orion Nebula re-
gion could be due to an old supernova remnant. One is tempted to add 
the Rosette Nebula to this list. This nebula has a well defined shell 
structure and could prove to be a hybrid object which exhibits non-
thermal radiation together with free-free emission from hydrogen ionized 
by nearby early-type stars. 
b) Spectral Index Variation 
If the remnants do follow the evolutionary line of Figure 4 rather 
than expanding with constant spectral index, there should be a secular 
decrease of spectral index which would be most noticable for young, 
rapidly expanding remnants. From equation (2) the annual change of 
spectral index for Cas A is calgulated to be 0.0015. For the Cygnus 
Loop the expected change is 10- per year. Although these changes are 
very small, in twenty years the spectral index of Cas A should change 
by 0.03. Extrapolating back in time for Cas A yields a lower limit of 
6x = +0.3 for 200 years. At that time, Cas A would have been at the 
steep end of the spectral index distribution of all radio sources. 
The changing spectral index will also make a small correction to 
Shklovsky's calculation of the rate of emission decay. He predicts a 
secular decrease of the flux density of 2~ a year for Cas A. A recal-
culation of this quantity, which includes a changing spectral index, 
gives about 1.3~ a year: a value not significantly different from the 
original prediction. 
Shklovsky has argued that the surface brightness of remnants with 
steep spectra will decrease more rapidly than that of remnants with 
flat(e) type spectra. This follows from the dependence of the emission 
on HY+IVz and the assumption that H = H0 {r0 / r) 2 . Since observational 
selection will discriminate against sources of low surface brightness, 
one should find a correlation between flat spectra and old remnants 
even if the spectral index of each remnant does not change with time. 
This process would be most effective in reducing the population of 
sources lying to the right of the line in both Figure 4 and Figure 5 
(steep spectra together with large diameter or low surface intensity). 
However, this selection should not d i scriminate against flat spectra 
-19-
concomitant with small diameter or high surface intensity (signifi-
cantly to the left of either line). The observations to date do not 
place any type II remnants in these regions. Therefore, the absence 
of small, bright objects with flat spectra is the only empirical 
evidence which supports the time variation of spectral index, rather 
than Shklovsky's interpretation of a fixed spectral index. 
The distinction between these alternative suggestions is a par-
ticular example of the rather general concept that any natural spread 
in the value of a physical parameter (of a group of objects) is usually 
caused either by a variation of initial conditions or by age differences 
in an evolutionary sequence. Both meehanisms are likely to be operative 
in any given situation, but often only one will dominate. Thus, 
Shklovsky's description of supernova remnants would ascribe the spread 
in spectral indices to a variation of initial conditions, while the 
interpretation proposed here is that each remnant forms with nearly 
the same value of spectral index, but this value changes with time. 
c) Conclusion 
If the synchrotron process is responsible for the radio emission of 
most sources, the variation of spectral index implies a variation in the 
energy distribution of the relativistic particles in the sources. We 
may expect that this distribution will depend on some other physical 
parameter, which in turn may be thought of as reflecting either an 
initial variation or an age variation. We suggest that the spectral 
index distribution of supernova remnants illustrates the domination of 
age dependent parameters and that the situation for the extragalactic 
sources may be similar. 
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APPENDIX I 
Calculation of Expected Free-Free Radio Emission 
a) Source C ot the Cygnus Loop 
This calculation of free-free emission is based on the observed 
Ha surface brightness measured by Chamberlain (1953b). In order to 
find the ratio of free-tree emission in the radio continuum to the Ha 
line emission, we make the usual assumptions about conditions in the 
filaments: 
1) the optical depth is small at 1000 Mc/s and also in the Ha 
line, but large for Lyman line radiation; 
2) the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation of the Planck function is valid 
tor computing the free-free emission at 1000 Mc/s; 
3) the electron temperature is 40,000°K and the electron density is 
constant throughout the emitting volume; 
4) collisional excitation is responsible for the ionization (if 
radiative excitation predominated, bn would be lowered and the radio 
emission would be larger by a factor of about 3). Chamberlain (1953a) 
Under these assumptions, the volume emissivity for free-free emis-
sion is (Osterbrock and Stockhausen 1960): 
J1 ooo = 4.6·lo-37 NeNiTe-l/2 ergs cm-3 s-1 (c/s)-1 (6) 
where Ne = electron density 
Ni = ion density 
Np = proton density 
Te = electron temperature 
The volume emissivity of Ha is taken as 
JHa = 2.8·lo-18 NP Ne Te-3/2 ergs cm-3 s-1 (7) 
For the surface intensity ve have averaged the 3 values given by 
Chamberlain (1953b) for Source C filaments. This figure was then re-
duced by 56~ to correct for the contribution of [NI~ (Minkovski 1958). 
The resulting surface intensity is: 
aHa = 14·10-4 ergs cm-2 s-1 
Chamberlain has corrected for resolution, but no estimate of his error 
is given. 
If there is no self absorption for the radio or Ha emission, then 
- 21-
and from equations (6) and (7), 
a 1000 = lo-20 wm-
2 (c/ s)-1 {for NdNp = 1.1) 
alOOO is the rate of energy flow per m2 in unit frequency interval 
at the surface of a filament. To obtain the brightness, or specific 
intensity: 
blOOO 
The surface of the filaments subtends a solid angle, "f,
6
which 
is estimated by 250 filaments of size 1~8 x 4!5 ~f = 2.8·10- str.). 
The integrated flux density at the earth will then be: 
S1000 = "f b1000 = 9·10-27 W m- 2 (c/s)-l 
or 4~ of the observed 960 Mc/s flux density of Source C. It is felt 
that the chief source of error in this calculation enters from the 
uncertainty in correcting for the resolution of the telescope (24" 
Schmidt). 
b) Free-Free Emission from Regions Optically Invisible 
If the ionized hydrogen of the Cgynus Loop is in the form of 
sheets rather than filaments, one would expect that the apparently 
vacant areas could be sheets of ionized hydrogen seen face on. The 
emission measure would be too small to allow detection of the Ha radia-
tion on the 48" plates as the path length would be very small. The 
following calculation gives an estimate of the flux density at the 
earth from free-free emission in ionized hydrogen which would be at the 
limit of detection on the E plates of the Sky Survey. 
and 
Abell (1960) quotes the following figures: 
25.5 to 26 mag per square second of arc for the limit of 
visibility of the E survey plates; 
2.004 · 1032 ergs s-1 for the total energy output of the sun con-
tained in the spectral bandpass used; 
-27.1 as the apparent photo-red magnitude of the sun. 
These figures reduced to surface brightness are: 
-27.1 + 2.5 log (area of sun) = -11.0 mag/o" 
a photo-red = Energy of sun = 3 . 3 . 109 ergs cm-2 8 -1 Area of sun 
Therefore, the plate limit is 36.5 mag fainter than the sun and, 
Ophoto-red(plate limit) = 8.3·10-6 ergs cm-2 s-1 
However, this figure needs a correction factor of 1.3 since the 
-22 -
sensitivity curve of the E plates lovers A6563 (Ha) by 22~ from the 
maximum of the band pass vhich vas normalized on the sun. Therefore, 
aHa(plate limit) = lo-8w m-2 
Using the ratio of surface brightnesses (a10001aHa) computed earlier, 
alooo(plate limit)= 7 ·3·lo-23wm-2 {cl s)-1 and 
b = a I 1f = 2 . 3 · 10-2 3 W m- 2 ( cIs ) -1 s t r .- 1 
For an area of tvo square degrees (roughly the area of Source C), 
the flux density at the earth vill be: 
81000 = b r.. = 1.4·10-26 w m- 2 (cls)-1 
or 5~ of the observed integrated flux density of Source C. On the deep 
red plates taken by Minkovski, this value may be lowered by a factor 
of 3 or 4. 
c) Free-Free Emission from HB9 
HB9 is barely visible on the E plates vhile it shovs quite vell 
on the deep red plates taken by Minkovski {Figure 10). The total area 
of HB9 is about 6 square degrees or 3 times larger than the area of 
Source C, and therefore the flux density arriving at the earth vould 
be 
S HB 9 = 4 . 2 · 10 -2 6 W m- 2 ( cIs ) -1 
or about 2.5~ of the observed integrated flux density from HB9. This 
figure ignores the effect of interstellar absorption of the Ha line 
intensity. 
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Figure 10. Photograph of HB9. Reproduced from a 48" deep red plate. 
North is at the top, east at the left. The coordinate 
marks (1950) indicate the approximate extent of the source. 
49~5 
·. 
~ · 
Figure 11. · Photograph 
right (SW) 
- 29 -
of HB21. The prominent emission 
is not associated v i th the radio 
in the lover 
source. 
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